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•  Mobile lifelong learning 
•  State of the art: Market & academic studies 
•  Study 1: iPad pilot study 
•  Study 2: High-touch vs. low-touch 
•  The end of the book as we know it 
•  New authoring environments 
•  Future work
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Seamless Learning Support
• (MSL1) Encompassing formal and informal learning;
• (MSL2) Encompassing personalized and social learning;
• (MSL3) Across time;
• (MSL4) Across locations;
• (MSL5) Ubiquitous knowledge access 
• (MSL6) Encompassing physical and digital worlds;
• (MSL7) Combined use of multiple device types (including “stable” 
technologies such as desktop
computers, interactive whiteboards);
(MSL8) Seamless switching between multiple learning tasks (such as 
data collection + analysis + communication).  
(MSL9) Knowledge synthesis (a combination of prior + new knowledge, 
abstract + concrete knowledge, and multi-disciplinary learning);  
(MSL10) Encompassing multiple pedagogical or learning activity 
models.	
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Hype and reality
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Electronic Books as one of the future 
trends within the next 2 to 3 years
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PWC (2010): Turning the 
page. The future of ebooks.
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Related studies
• Pre-tablet era/Tablet-era 
• Three diﬀerent studies: 
–Media-comparison studies 
–Reading/Literacy studies 
–Changing learning practices
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Media-comparison
• Woody, Daniel & Baker (2010): 
Preference for traditional 
books, no eﬀects on learning 
results 
• Rockinson-Szapkiw, 
Holder, & Dunn (2011): 
Higher motivation to 
study instructional 
material for eBook-group
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Reading/Literacy studies
• Korat (2010) shows significant effects of 
eBooks for word reading and story 
comprehension (kindergarten level)
•  Jones & Brown (2011) show no significant 
effects of eBooks for comprehension tests with 
3rd graders
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Changing learning practices
Nie et al. (2011) study: 28 students of 
masters’s programme occupational 
psychology & education
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iPad pilot study (Study 1)
•  Small-scale, longitudinal study (n=12) 
•  September 2011 - August 2012 
•  iPad 2 WiFi 
•  4 courses (7 modules) 
•  Mixture of textbooks & study books 
•  Mixture of ePub & PDFs 
•  Cooperation with publishers (Kluwer, Boom, 
SDU)
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Study 1: iPad pilot study
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iPad pilot study
•  3 (4) research questions 
– Which factors influence acceptance? 
– Changing learning practices? 
– Handling & functionality of eBooks 
– Eﬀect on assessment scores?
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Changing learning practices
•  Additional learning contexts due to 
weightless learning material 
•  Use of small time-slots 
•  Pervasive access to learning material 
•  Combination of learning resources 
•  Eﬀects on study strategies (annotations, 
marking, exchanging) 
•  Eﬀects on in-class-lectures
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Handling & functionality
•  Annotations are critical for students 
•  Pop-up questions are added value 
•  Clear preference for ePubs 
•  Problems during lectures with printed versions 
•  Switching between material problematic 
•  Integrated video-lectures as add-on, but no 
social media integration
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Eﬀects on test-scores
• No visible eﬀects on test-scores (not really 
statistically grounded due to the low number 
of participants)
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ePub3 standard
ePub3
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 ePub3
• HTML5
• Media Overlays 
• Scripting
• MathML
• Accessibility
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The end of the book as we know it...
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New authoring environments
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New authoring environments
A book?
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Current trends
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•  Diversification 
•  Integration 
•  Extension 
•  Personalisation
Co-reading study JGCC
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Joey Ganz Cooney Centre 2012
Study 2: High-touch vs. low touch
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Study focus & participants
Effects on haptic interaction on reading 
comprehension in primary schools
!
54 pupils participated (between 8 & 9 years, 30 
female, 24 male)
!
14 hight touch, 13 low touch, 27 control group
!
Standardized test on reading comprehension
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Study results
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No significant effects between low-touch and high-
touch version of the eBook
!
Control group scored partly better than the eBook 
group
Future work: Responsive teaching media
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Goal: Developing learning media (eBooks) that support teachers in teaching 
differentiation
!
Build in widgets on different levels (novice, intermediate, advanced, 
advanced plus) as formative assessment
!
Send results of these formative assessment out of the material directly to 
the teacher to provide him the possibility of an informed intervention on a 
personal level
!
!
!
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http://portal.ou.nl/en/web/topic-mobile-learning
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